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SITE SURVEY AND DRAWINGS ACCURACY

All this on-site investigation enables our engineers to set up your ‘Drain Files’ that accurately reflect your up-to-date 
situation. All your drawings and sketches are updated and corrected by our staff, your drains and manholes are  
numbered correctly, GPS referenced and documented for audits. This immediately reduces your stress because 
you are now in control when any kind of emergency happens. Up-to-date Drain Files help you to locate and solve      
emergency problems quickly. Greenday guarantees to keep files updated every time our engineers are called out or 
conduct a regular service call. 

When we understand your needs, we organize a ‘discovery handover’ of 
your drain  maintenance services. This means that we carry out an active                  
inspection of all your drain assets. 

Our Greenday engineers conduct a survey using your latest drawings (if available) and we 
check their accuracy, by inspecting the actual situation on the ground. We lift manholes and 
drain covers, check pipe conditions, conduct CCTV surveys if necessary and make new notes 
to update your drawings and documentation. 

BEHIND THE SCENES PREVENTION 

Our engineers carry out regular inspections and scheduled ‘preventive maintenance’ visits in collaboration with staff. 
Rest assured, our work is carried out by fully trained and qualified engineers and operatives, using the latest technology and 
following the latest regulations and       standards. Together, we’re ahead of the problem. From our experience over the last 15 
years we know what’s likely to happen in your drains and in most cases we can prevent it before it becomes a problem. 

CONTROLLING YOUR COSTS

Well, what that means is that you spend less money on emergency calls. Really? Yes, because we carry out the preventive work 
before it gets to be a problem. Simple. But for you the biggest payback is not just the savings on service calls. 
No, it’s the additional savings you get from  continuous operation. And Greenday can reduce your drain repair costs with 
‘no-dig’ low-cost alternatives. Our engineers are trained in Drain   Rehabilitation solutions to repair a damaged drain or sewer. 
For example, we can fix a ruptured pipe using a new internal lining without the need to dig up and replace the pipe. This is a 
fast high-quality and low cost solution with excellent results that meet all environmental health and safety standards 

COLLABORATING WITH YOUR PROFESSIONALS & CONSULTANTS

If you’re working with consultants, engineers and other professionals, Greenday can make it easier for your partners too. Our 
unique Drain Files and our incident reporting systems provide them with the professional information that they need to make 
key decisions and to audit our work. These ensure that your Professional Services partners are always kept ‘in the loop’ and 
updated on every significant operational event. 
For more information on how we work actively with Professional Services companies (Consultant Engineers, Civil Engineers, 
AEC professionals, Facilities Maintenance Companies, etc.) see our separate brochure entitled
 ‘Greenday Environmental – Servicing the Professionals’.


